March Defies Cops, Wins

By Hua Kuo-feng

The marchers started off from their rallying point, Hayes High School and marched straight into the Avondale Housing Project. Red flags with the words, "Avenge the death of Bonita Carter," were hoisted on them waved in the air. Fists were held high. Chants and banners demanded an end to police terror and revival to "Tear the rotten system down." This march was clearly no 3-piece suit SCLC affair begging and pleading for justice. It openly called out the lies being spread around that the police are only a few crazy coping; the lies that the Black pigs in the Black community would solve things, the lies that discrimination and oppression of Black people can be ended by any way short of revolution.

A rally was held right in the heart of the Avondale project's dumping zone over 100 people with revolutionary music and speeches. The RCP spokesperson answered charges from the news media about the apparent alignment between Hua's leadership and various opportunists that the RCP took up the Bonita Carter struggle, saying, "We have inferior motives or motives, we intend to lead revolution in this country as a revolutionary way to end police terror and the oppression of Black people once and for all." Hua Kuo-feng

"Police chief Myers claimed that if the march was attacked in these (mostly Black) communities by the Klan, pigs couldn't tell who to arrest—communists or people. It was even suggested that this is the line of Mao, "It would be hard to lower ourselves, you're lower than worms already." Police chief Myers said, "I don't see taking a good

PACMAN Speculates on China

Hua Kuo-feng, nominal head of the People's Congress and the RCP—calling this march! Who would be the victims of the new capitalist rulers of China on the revolutionary legacy of the Fifth National People's Congress? The theory of the "incarnation" of the leadership, who would not agree? The current Chinese leadership headed by Hua Kuo-feng—that's who. Of course such "little problems and adjustments" would not bother the Menshevik leaders today, who were—and are—firmly entrenched in the quiet position of opportunist and revisionist. The fact that this hatred and denial of the Revolutionary Committee of China's leaders even two years back was apparent at that time to genuine revolutionaries, comrades, and revolutionaries in the documents of the Revolutionary Committee, Party, now it's just become openly confessed.

In another part of Hua's report, these revisionists once again flagrantly go up against Mao's line. Hua states that "class struggle is no longer the principal contradiction in our society," instead it is the "modernization" of China Mao, on the other hand, would have preferred. Continued on page 12

Who would agree? The current Chinese leadership headed by Hua Kuo-feng—known by the Menshevik—loyal followers of revolutionary leaders. Who, in the meantime, would agree that the main dampers and obstacles to the development of China's economy are not the capitalist state machinery, which can be easily overcome by the RCP leadership of Hua Kuo-feng and his colleagues? The main dampers and obstacles to the development of China's economy are the "human factor"—the bureaucracy, the red tape, the red tape. It's all about the mentality of the Chinese leadership, which is still deeply entrenched in the traditional Chinese culture. Just for fun it is interesting to put this struggle for revolutionary modernization in the context of the Chinese leadership's struggle for revolutionary modernization. It openly calls out the lies being spread around that the police are only a few crazy cops; the lies that the Black pigs in the Black community would solve things, the lies that discrimination and oppression of Black people can be ended by any way short of revolution.

On Saturday, July 14. All over Birmingham people had been talking about the RCP—calling this march! Who would be the victims of the new capitalist rulers of China on the revolutionary legacy of the Fifth National People's Congress? The theory of the "incarnation" of the leadership, who would not agree? The current Chinese leadership headed by Hua Kuo-feng—that's who. Of course such "little problems and adjustments" would not bother the Menshevik leaders today, who were—and are—firmly entrenched in the quiet position of opportunist and revisionist. The fact that this hatred and denial of the Revolutionary Committee of China's leaders even two years back was apparent at that time to genuine revolutionaries, comrades, and revolutionaries in the documents of the Revolutionary Committee, Party, now it's just become openly confessed.

In another part of Hua's report, these revisionists once again flagrantly go up against Mao's line. Hua states that "class struggle is no longer the principal contradiction in our society," instead it is the "modernization" of China Mao, on the other hand, would have preferred. Continued on page 12

On a T.V. show one of Sands' fellow cops lost control of his temper and said, "I don't see taking a good street cop (Sands) and hiring him behind a desk, putting a sheet over his head."

On Tuesday, Mayor Vann finally took his stand on "punishment" for the SCLC march. He decided that killer cop Sands should be taken off the street and be given a "non-contact" permanent desk job. As Vann himself said, he took this action for Sands' safety. In other words, so that the people don't get their hands on him and exact some justice. Once again Sands gave perfectly clear that Sands didn't violate pig department policy.

Pages 10—Revolutionary Worker—July 20, 1979

"I'll Be One Hell of a Story of a Class and Working Class at its Finest."

Stirring event of armed blacks went on the streets of Birmingham. The result was the killing of three black youths on May Day. It echoed the internationally famous Sandals Affair on the Kingston housing project.
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From which included Vietnamese from all classes who opposed U.S. imperialist aggression. The Party truly represented the masses of the people, united with, apologized for, and ended up supporting the Vietnamese struggle for national liberation.
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sensibly praised the return to leadership of Teng Huo-ping after having earlier denounced him, when they printed a picture caption saying, "This Photo of Teng Huo-ping Overthrown in Hua and Ceng's Coup.)"

"...denounced him, when they even..."
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